based on the level of their spiritual maturity. During my fieldwork, all of my Alevi female and male informants directed me towards their babas to talk about "religious issues," as they see themselves unauthorized to talk about such things. Therefore, my discussions on religious issues regarding Alevism comes from Alevi babas while those on other issues comes from them but also from regular Alevi male and female members of the community.
Alevi Bulgarian Turkish babas describe the Alevi Path (Alevi Yolu) or the Path (Yol) as their understandings of what typical beliefs and practices are anticipated from Alevis. They describe this Alevi Path not only on its own terms but also by making comparisons with Sunni Islam, Shia Islam and Alevism in Turkey. They specifically emphasize the internal differentiation of the Alevi Bulgarian Turkish community into subgroups of Bektaşi, Babai, Musahipli, and Derviş based on differences in perceived origins, affiliated saints, ritual orders and membership requirements.
I also utilize an etic perspective, since the broad geographic range of my multi-sited fieldwork made it possible for me to recognize some distinctions that were unnoticed by Alevis themselves, due to the long-term isolation of Alevi groups from each other. I noticed another level of internal differentiation crosscutting the subgroups (Babai, Bektaşi etc.): Alevis are also divided into regionally-marked subsegments, as Northeasterns and Southerners, depending on their location of origin or the "frontiers." I use the term "frontiers" as cultural and territorial zones distinguished from other territories, as discussed in chapter three. I argue that Alevis' regional differences have caused patterned differences in their religious practices. For instance, Alevis from Northeastern Bulgaria (e.g. Razgrad) value time-sensitive rituals such as cems, while Alevis from Southern Bulgaria (e.g. Kardjali) conduct space-sensitive rituals such as türbe visits in Bulgaria and Turkey.
These multi-layered differences among Alevi Bulgarian Turks cause interesting configurations. The members of the same Alevi subgroups (Bektaşi or Babai) from the frontiers in Northeastern and Southern Bulgaria differ in terms of the most common ritual forms, ritual frequencies and ritual space. In other words, different subgroups from the same frontier resemble each other more than the same subgroup from the other frontier. In terms of predominant ritual forms, Babais from Razgrad are closer to Bektaşis from Razgrad, and Babais from Razgrad have less in common with Babais from Kardjali. Following the same pattern of influence from where they originated, Bektaşis from Kardjali are closer to Babais from Kardjali and have less in common with Bektaşis from Razgrad. This means complications during the encounters of these four Alevi communities: Alevis debate on which subgroup's and subsegment's ritual order regarding cems and türbe visits should be followed. They deal with these
